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TAX FOUNDATION'S REPORT:
"TAX FREEDOM DAY 1997"

MONDAY, APRIL 14, 1997

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 1:30 p.m., in

Room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V.
Roth, Jr. (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senator Grassley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM DELAWARE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FI-
NANCE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please be in order. Let me

begin by welcoming everyone, particularly you, Dr. Foster, Execu-
tive Director and Chief Economist of the Tax Foundation.

As you well know, the annual report of the Tax Foundation has
come somewhat to be a milestone in the ongoing debate surround-
ing tax reform and the burden the current tax code places on the
American people. I appreciate your work, Dr. Foster, as well as
your, Mr. Patrick Fleenor, who I understand plays a very key role
in the analysis formulation of this year's report.

I think you know I am quite vocal when it comes to tax policy,
and frankly, I share the unhappiness; the frustration that too
many Americans feel when it comes to the current tax system. Our
code is too complex, it is expensive and it is counter productive to
economic growth and family security.

The annual report by the Tax Foundation points out just how
much of a burden it imposes on the family, and your measurement
shows how many days an average tax payer must work each year
just to pay local, State and Federal taxes.

It has demonstrated over the past few years thnt the time Ameri-
cans spend working to pay the government has been growing con-
sistently, and I will be interested, of course, in hearing what your
findings are for this year.

As you share your report with us, however, I would like those lis-
tening, as well as the media covering this hearing, to consider the
impact of taxes on individual families. Often the names, the faces,
get lost in the data when we discuss these most important issues.

Last week I was very interested to read an editorial in USA
Today that showed how an average family is affected by high taxes.



Particularly how those high taxes eat away at the income and con-
tribution of a working spouse.

Now, according to USA Today, this working mother, after taxes
and other work related expenses, was bringing home less than
$1,000 a year, despite the fact that her income was $40,000. A
$1,000 take home. And while the family presented in the news-
paper was a fictitious representative of what many families are
confronting, it reminded me of the Mertin family, a real family liv-
ing in Iowa.

Their story was first told in the New Yorker, and then it was
picked up by James Glassman, who examined the impact that
taxes have on the family.

Kenny Mertin, age 52, and his wife, Bonita, 50, have two chil-
dren. Kenny works as a laborer for a barricade company and
Bonita works for a nursing home, and together the Mertins earn
roughly $35,000 a year. And of that income, 25 percent goes to
taxes.

Frankly, this leaves the family in a horrible situation where they
are forced to buy powdered milk instead of real milk, beans instead
of meat, just to make ends meet. As if that was not enough, in ad-
dition to the money they had to pay the Federal, State and local
government, the complexities of the tax system forced them to pay
over $100 to H&R Block to get assistance in preparing their tax re-
turn.

Well, today, as we listen to the report from the Tax Foundation,
I want us to consider the Mertins. I want us to think of the count-
less men and women-warm, living actual human beings just like
them-who are struggling to make ends meet; to do the best they
can after the government has taken a huge bite out of their re-
sources.

And we need to change the trends that the Tax Foundation has
shown us these last 4 years, four straight years of increasing the
tax burden of the American people.

The time has come to stop increasing taxes, to start increasing
jobs, opportunity and growth for Americans everywhere. The time
has come to reward hard work and risk taking, to restore fairness,
to create an environment where the economy can grow and bring
real security to all families.

America's past has proven that the right kind of tax reform can
be a boom for economic growth. This is the mindset we need as we
work to build a bipartisan consensus on the very important issue
of tax reform.

It is now my pleasure to call upon our panelists.J.D. Foster, as
I said earlier, he is chief economist and executive director of the
Tax Foundation, and he has appeared many times before this com-
mittee. We look forward to your testimony. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF J.D. FOSTER, PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
AND CHIEF ECONOMIST, THE TAX FOUNDATION, WASHING-
TON, DC
Dr. FOSTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed

a pleasure to be back before the finance committee. You clearly un-
derstand, as well as anone, how difficult it is to explain to every
day tax payers how much in taxes they actually pay.



Some are so confused as to think that the fact that they might
get a refund in the coming weeks is somehow indicative of their
total tax burden, ignoring the thousands of dollars of taxes they
paid in order to reveive that refund. They do not know, perhaps,
the payroll taxes they pay, nor the payroll taxes their employer
pays on their behalf. They see the sales taxes they pay at the State
and local level, 15 cents here and a few dollars there, and they do
not know how much it adds up to in the course of a year. Certainly
it is hard for any one to make much sense out of the taxes that
their employers pay, business taxes and profit taxes and so forth.

That is the value of Tax Freedom Day. It is a summary statistic
measureing the total taxes paid at the Federal, State and local
level. It captures, in one statistic, what this total tax burden is rel-
ative to national income.

Tax Freedom Day for 1997 is estimated to fall on May 9th. This
is latest Tax Freedom Day has ever fallen. It is the fifth year in
a row that taxes have risen.

As you can see from the chart, there has been a very steady pat-
tern in recent years of rising Tax Freedom Days, translating into
ever higher total Federal, State and local tax burdens.

Just to be clear, the paradigm that Tax Freedom Day works on
is that all of one's income goes to pay Federal, State and local
taxes, beginning January 1st. On Tax Freedom Day, the tax bill is
marked "Paid in full," and the average taxpayer is allowed to keep
his income for the balance of the year.

At May 9th, Tax Freedom Day now falls one week later than it
did just 4 years ago. It fell on May 5th, 1981, the year of the Roth-
Kemp tax cuts.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me make sure I understand.
Dr. FOSTER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying is that today the typical

American family, the average American family, has to work one ad-
ditional week to pay the taxes before he can begin to pocket his
earnings for his family?

Dr. FOSTER. Yes. That is essentially correct. We are not nec-
essarily referring to the average family because we are not break-
ing it up by family. But the average taxpayer, in the sense of total
taxes in the numerator, total income in the denominator has risen
by that amount.

The CHAIRMAN. Please proceed.
Dr. FOSTER. Thank you.
One of the values of Tax Freedom Day is that it does provide a

guide over time of how the total tax burden changes. At the turn
of the century, Tax Freedom Day fell on January 31st, the end of
the very first month of the year.

At the end of the second World War, it fell two months later,
March 31st. Following the ramp up to the Vietnam War and a the
Great Society, it fell on or about the tax filing date, still well ear-
lier than it does today.

At May 9th, as I said, Tax Freedom Day is the latest it has ever
fallen. But this does not mean that are necessarily too high, nor
does it mean they are necessarily too low, nor does it mean that
they are just right. It is a datum that we have to interpret as citi-



zens and as policy makers and determine for ourselves whether
taxes are too high, too low or just right.

These are matters for our political leaders, the chairman of this
committee, members of this committee and the public at large to
decide. But to make these decisions, you need information, and
that is where Tax Freedom Day comes in.

The good news about Tax Freedom Day is its growing recognition
by the public. For example, Americans deal with complicated
issues, difficult issues, through humor. A few years ago the cartoon
The Fusco Brothers used Tax Freedom Day in one of their car-
toons. Last year the comic Steiner did so. This year, the cartoon
Kathy used Tax Freedom Day to make a point about tax burdens.

This year we decided to further spread the word by coming up
-with bumper stickers, of which this is obviously a blow up and ob-
viously what we tried to do is put a little humor in it as well. The
point is that we use these devices to explain to the American peo-
ple what the tax burden is.

Clearly, as the first chart showed, the total tax burden is rising,
and it is rising steadily. There is no single cause for this increase
in the total tax burden. State and local taxes have been rising, Fed-
eral taxes have been rising.

Of course, part of the increase in the Federal tax burden is due
to the 1990 and 1993 tax increases. But a big portion of the rising
Federal tax burden is a combination of two factors. One is that,
overall, the Federal tax system is progressive, primarily due to the
graduated rate income tax. The second is the fact that we have
been blessed with economic growth ever since 1992. Not as strong
as some might like, but economic growth nonetheless.

The combination of a progressive tax system and economic
growth produces a rising average tax burden as people move from
one tax bracket into a higher tax bracket. If I am paying taxes at
a 15 percent rate, and I get a real wage increases that pushes me
to a 28 percent bracket, my average tax rate is going to rise.

This happens for towards millions of taxpayers every year. Over
time, the total tax burden going to the Federal Government goes
up. That, unfortunately, is one of the side effects of economic
growth and a progressive tax system.

There are a couple of issues in regard to Tax Freedom Day that
perhaps the committee should be aware of. First of all, the Tax
Freedom Day calculation is a simple one, and it is not the only con-
ceivable presentation of the issue.

For example, in the past we received an annual letter from Mil-
ton Friedman telling us we should look at government spending,
rather than total taxes, as a better measure of the total burden of
government on the economy. And, as usual, Milton Friedman was
right, and so now we include that in our report as well. But we do
not use that as our main presentation of Tax Freedom Day.

We could also include the total compliance costs in the calcula-
tion. We estimate that the compliance cost for the Federal tax code
is about $230 billion, which is in the mid-range of most estimates.
We use a very conservative estimate of total compliance costs for
State and local taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. That is $230 billion?



Dr. FOSTER. Yes, sir. Annually. We use a $10 billion figure for

State and local taxes, which we regard as being low by a factor of
perhaps 10 or 20. But since we have not had the opportunity yet
to generate a firmer number, we would rather be conservative.

But if we were to look at a more comprehensive measure of Tax
Freedom Day, it would be natural to include total spending and
compliance costs in that total burden. Similarly, we could look at
regulatory burdens, estimated at about $500 billion annually.

Like compliance costs, the cost of regulation is a bill that is paid
every year, paid by the citizens of the United States, imposed by
the government. It is equivalent to a tax. And if we are really rig-
orous about it, we would include the value of the lost output due
to the myriad powerful tax distortions in our tax system to which
the chairman referred.

These cost the economy jobs. They cost businesses not being
started; they cost wages and salary increases that do not happen;
they cost opportunities that are missed because the tax code elimi-
nates the incentive. These costs, the lost output due to our tax sys-
tem, are costs borne by our citizens, imposed by the government,
and are equivalent to a tax.

So we could have a much broader measure of the total tax bur-

den, of the total burden of government on the economy. We choose
to stick with a narrower measure for a number of reasons.

First, personally, it might be too depressing to calculate such a

figure. For example, if we were to add the compliance costs and

government spending, we would move Tax Freedom Day 19 days

further into the year. If we added the regulatory burden to the

total, Tax Freedom Day would fall another month later in the year.
Second, all of our figures that we use-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, that would bring you up to

what? The end of May.
Dr. FOSTER. The regulatory burden would push you into June.
The CHAIRMAN. Into June.
Dr. FOSTER. And the compliance costs and the others, if we to-

taled them all up, not counting the lost output, which I would not

hazard to guess on, we are talking probably the end of June.
The CHAIRMAN. Every year?
Dr. FOSTER. Every year. All of these figures though involve rough

estimations that we would have to perform or somebody else would

perform.
The data we use for calculating Tax Freedom Day is hard data

out of the National Income and Product Accounts. We do not ma-

nipulate the data. We take the ratio of two figures, comprehensive

figures, provided by the government, as hard a data as we have in

economics.
As a result, our Tax Freedom Day calculation is relatively im-

mune from disputes over methodological issues. This is a very

clean calculation.
Finally, the reason we do not go to the broader measure is that

the purpose of the exercise is to give Americans a clear sense-as

clear as we can--of their total tax burden. Most taxpayers do not

see government spending personally. Only those subject to regula-

tion can really grasp what those costs are like.



We all have a certain sense of compliance costs, but lost output
is something that would be very difficult to measure or for any of
us to have a real sense of.

Taxation is the one area where we all have a direct involvement
with our government that we can all grasp. That is why we re-
leased Tax Freedom Day on the 15th. Frankly, that is when the
American people are most focused on their taxes.

Mr. Chairman, you may be happy to note that Delaware is
ranked as having the 10th lowest total tax burden in the State,
Tax Freedom Day falling on May 2nd. Unfortunately for the rank-
ing member, New York State, ranks number one in terms of total
tax burden. Interestingly, however, this is primarily due to high
State and local taxes. Their Federal tax burden is actually just
below the national average.

And I am sorry Senator Breaux is not here. He would be inter-
ested to learn that Louisiana has the lowest tax burden, as meas-
ured by Tax Freedom Day. The residents of the Pelican State enjoy
Tax Freedom Day on April 26th.

If we could, just for a moment, I would like to address some of
the critiques of Tax Freedom Day. One of the consequences of
greater notoriety is people start taking pot shots at you. I would
note, however, that on a technical basis, these criticisms are uni-
formly either baseless or pointless.

More fundamentally, however, the criticism of Tax Freedom Day,
of such a relatively clean calculation, by certain groups in society,
must indicate that they fear that when taxpayers understand the
burden of government, they might not like it, and so they are
afraid that so many taxpayers might be aware of it.

Tax Freedom Day is not intended as a measurement to be a rig-
orous guide to the formulation of public policy. It is a simple ba-
rometer of the total tax take. No one, to my knowledge, has yet
proposed that anything in the Federal tax code be indexed to Tax
Freedom Day.

Now, that is important because some of the criticisms of the Tax
Freedom Day calculation almost imply that we are trying to make
a calculation on which some critical aspect of Federal policy would
be determined. This is simply a barometer of the total tax take.

One criticism, for example, is that we should use medium family
income, or some measure of medium income. The implication of
that is that it is somehow misleading to use a ratio of total taxes
to national output as an average. We do not object to using me-
dium family income. We just do not see much benefit to be gained
from that.

In fact, if we use the definition of medium family, as defined by
the Census Department, Tax Freedom Day would be moved 12
days further back into the calendar year, to about May 21st of this
year.

A similar criticism, and one related to that of medium family in-
come, is that when we look at total tax payments, we are including
the tax payments of the very rich. Now, I always found this inter-
esting. They criticize that we include the tax payments of the very
rich, the very people that they most often argue do not pay enough
in taxes, because suddenly the critics are very concernedabout how
much taxes the rich are paying.



And again, by releasing Tax Freedom Day on April 15th, we are
sometimes accused of misleading people into thinking that that is
the day when they are done with their Federal income taxes, when,
in fact, we try very hard to repeat, over and over again-probably
more than you would care to hear, Mr. Chairman-that this refers
to total taxes, Federal, State and local.

In conclusion, I will point out that the strength and usefulness
of Tax Freedom Day as an educational tool is its simplicity and
that it is based solely on hard data provided by the Census Depart-
ment that we do not play games with. We do not add things; we
do not subtract things.

In a city where spin has become such an olympic event, there are
very few statistics more susceptible to spin than Tax Freedom Day.
We find, however, that if we avoid games with spinning Tax Free-
dom Day, we do not degrade the message. The message is what the
total tax burden is and that it has been rising.

We would much rather let the facts speak for themselves, and
the fact is, as Tax Freedom Day indicates, the total tax burden is
rising steadily. Right now it promises to continue to rise, day by
day, year after year, as long as the economic expansion continues.

The only way to halt this or reverse it is to suffer a recession or
to legislate a tax cut. I suggest that if we are concerned that Tax
Freedom Day is moving too fast too late in the year, that a tax cut
would be far preferable. Thank you, sir.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Foster appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Foster. And let me congratulate

you and your organization for making these calculations in a man-
ner that is easily understood by all of us who are not economists.

I have two or three questions I would like to ask you. Your re-
port indicates that payroll taxes use up about 38 days of a workers
year. And one proposal for a broad based tax relief-and I am a
strong believer in tax cuts-is directed at the payroll tax burden.
That proposal would permit a deduction for workers for their share
of Federal payroll taxes.

It is my understanding that joint tax scores that proposal at los-
ing something like $276 billion over 5 years. So the large revenue
loss tell us that this proposal is a broad based tax relief measure.

Do you care to comment on this form of tax relief? Do you favor
it?

Dr. FOSTER. Well, I would say if we start, which I do, with the
proposition that the payroll tax is, in fact, a tax and not a contribu-
tion into some sort of retirement system, then imposing an income
tax on a payroll tax violates tax neutrality.

That is, we have a tax on a tax, double taxation. That is bad.
And that is sort of a universal bad in tax policy.

So, on that basis alone, even if I was not looking to cut taxes,
I would have to say allowing that deduction is appropriate. It is a
non-neutral aspect of our tax system that we double tax labor in-
come, once at the payroll tax level, once at the income tax level.

Now, if we are going to go beyond revenue neutrality and look
for a tax cut, it strikes me that that is going to be a tax cut that
is going to benefit working people the most. It is obviously tied to
payroll taxes, which are tied to wages, and therefore, it is probably



going to have the most progressive distribution of any single tax
provision. So that might, too, be to the good.

So I find that deduction for payroll taxes is good tax policy, in
and of itself, and, as a means of cutting taxes, is probably going
to have as fair a distribution, if one is seeking a distribution that
somewhat mimics our current tax system, as any that we could
have, other than perhaps a sort of proportional reduction in rates.

The CHtLIRMAN. Your report indicates a worker spends 128 days
a year working to pay Federal, State and local taxes. Now, one way
to provide relief would be through a across the board tax rate. Do
you favor this form of relief?

Dr. FOSTER. That, obviously, has many things in its favor. First
of all, you are avoiding the process of picking and choosing winners
by giving some folks tax cuts and others not, perhaps because they
have children or do not have children, or on whatever basis you
might have.

Further, it goesi right at the heart of the non-neutralities, the dis-
tortions of our tax system. Whatever distortions arise by defining
the base improperly, are magnified by the tax rate and increase as
the tax rate goes up.

So if you have a tax cut that reduces the tax rate, it is obviously
going to reduce the non-neutralities, the distortion of our tax sys-
tem on the economy. That, in fact, gets to the heart of the matter.

A critical aspect, I think, of tax reform or any tax cuts that
might be made in the next few years is they ought to be targeted
towards improving economic performance. And both of the possibili-
ties you have mentioned, the payroll tax deduction or rate cuts,
would do that.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Foster, CBO estimates the fiscal dividend
from a balanced budget will yield a savings of $77 billion over 5
years. Considering your report's conclusion, that the tax burden
has grown for yet another year, do you think taxpayers should get
the benefit of the fiscal dividend in the form of a tax cut?

Dr. FOSTER. Well, I think they probably should, and for an addi-
tional reason. As I mentioned, the combination of a progressive tax
system and economic growth means that Tax Freedom Day, if noth-
ing else changes, will move later and later in the year. That is,
again, if nothing else changes, no other changes to public policy
occur and the economy grows, the combination of that growth and
our progressive tax system means Tax Freedom Day will fall later
and later in the year.

Consequently, the only way to prevent taxes from rising is to cut
taxes. They will rise automatically if we do not cut them because
we have a progressive system. The only alternative is to suffer a
recession.

So, for both of these reasons, that it would be a savings to the
economy to balance the budget, and because if we do not do so,
taxes will rise, I think a tax cut is probably appropriate.

We have estimated that for this year, for example, looking at the
growth in the Federal burden alone, we would have to have a $10
to $12 billion tax cut for fiscal 1997 to prevent Tax Freedom Day
from rising.

The CHAIRMAN. My final question deals with the flat tax. As you
know, under the flat tax, the deduction for State and local income



and real property taxes is eliminated. According to your report, it
shows a number of States where these taxes are a very, very sub-
stantial burden.

Are you worried that a flat tax, with the loss of State and local
income and real property tax deduction, may further enhance the
burden of taxpayers in high tax States?

Dr. FOSTER. I think that is clearly one of the consequences of the
loss of that deduction in a flat tax system. It is obviously going to
hurt those States which have higher State and local taxes. More
than those which have lower State and local taxes.

Frankly, I have always thought that the non-deductibility of
State and local taxes in a flat t x system was a mistake. The whole
point of a flat tax is to have as neutral a tax system as one can
devise, and then we go ahead and suggest a system which has a
tax on a tax, which is, again, wrong.

So, as a matter of policy, that is a mistake. But it clearly would
have a harmful effect on higher tax States.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all the questions that I have.
Senator Grassley is here.
Senator GRASSLEY. I have to apologize that I did not get here in

time to hear your testimony. Thank you very much. I do not have
any questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Let me thank each of you gentlemen for being here today. I think

your effort is indeed most helpful. I think it puts, in an under-
standable term, the burden that is today being borne by the Amer-
ican taxpayer. The fact that it is simple and understandable I
think is particularly important. I just wanted to thank you again
for what you are doing.

Dr. FOSTER. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, thank you for being here today. The

committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 2:03 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]





APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. J.D. FOSTER

My name is J.D. Foster, I am Executive Director and Chief Economist of the Tax
Foundation. I am very pleased to appear before the Committee to discuss this year's
release of Tax Freedom Day. I am joined today by Patrick Fleenor, an economist
with the Tax Foundation and the person responsible for the number crunching and
analysis included in this year's report.

The Tax Foundation is a non-profit, non-partisan research and education organi-
zation based in Washington, D.C. For 60 years the Tax Foundation has sought to
educate the public and policy makers about developments in national fiscal policy.
The Tax Foundation does not advocate particular policies or policy changes. Rather,
we assess fiscal policy by combining what we hope is sound economics and a strict
adherence to certain basic principles of public finance.

Tax Freedom Day 1997
Tax Freedom Day for 1997 is estimated to fall on May 9. This is the latest Tax

Freedom Day has ever fallen. This means that the total tax burden in America will
be higher in 1997 than at any time in the Nation's history. It is one day later than
in 1996, and marks the fifth year in a row that Tax Freedom Day has fallen later
in the calendar year.

Tax Freedom Day is a simple barometer of the national tax burden. It is intended
to capture in a single statistic what can otherwise be a very complicated issue-the
total tax load borne by America's taxpayers. The Tax Freedom Day paradigm is as
follows: Suppose every dollar of the average taxpayer's income went to pay taxes be-
ginning on January 1. By May 9th of this year, Tax Freedom Day, all Federal, state,
and local taxes will have been paid and the average taxpayer will be able to keep
all his or her income for the balance of the ytar.

Tax Freedom Day has a remarkable history. At May 9, it now falls one week later
than it did just four years ago. It fell on May 5 in 1981, the year of the Roth-Kemp
tax cuts. At the turn of the century, if fell on January 31. At the end of the Second
World War, it fell on March 31, over five weeks earlier than today. Before the ramp
up to the Vietnam War and the Great Society, Tax Freedom Day fell on or about
tax filing day, April 15.

Why Does Tax Freedom Day Keep Rising?
Clearly, the total tax burden is rising. It is rising steadily. And it is rising fairly

quickly. But there is no single cause for the increase in the tax burden. State and
local taxes have been rising, as has the Federal tax burden. And, of course, part
of the increase in the Federal tax burden is due to the 1990 and 1993 tax bills.

A large source of the increase at all levels of government is the combination of
two factors. One factor is the inherently progressive nature of the overall Federal
tax system. Of course, the Federal government collects many taxes, some of them
progressive, some not. On balance, however, the system is progressive thanks to the
graduated-rate income tax. The same can be true of the combined state and local
taxes.

The other factor is our sustained economic expansion coming out of 1992. Every
year, thanks to increases in their real wages and salaries, millions of taxpayers find
themselves pushed into ever higher tax brackets. Someone once paying at a top
marginal tax rate of 15 percent enjoys an inflation-adjusted raise and is rewarded
by being bumped into the 28 percent bracket. Consequently, their average tax rate
increases. As this happens for millions of taxpayers each year, moving from one

(11)



bracket to a higher tax bracket, the share of income taken in taxes rises nationally.
And Tax Freedom Day falls even one day later in the year.
Alternatives To Tax Freedom Day

Before I turn to our Tax Freedom Day analysis on a state-by-state basis, there
are a couple issues the Committee should be aware of with regard to Tax Freedom
Day. Above all, the Tax V ,'edom Day calculation is not the only conceivable presen-
tation of the burden of government. In the past we received an annual missive from
Milton Friedman suggesting that we consider the ratio of total government spending
to national income, because this is a much better representation of the total burden
of government on the economy. He was right, of course, and so we make this cal-
culation, which is reported in Figure 2 of our report.

In the same vein, we could fairly include an estimate of the total cost of the regu-
latory burden on the economy. One popular estimate of this cost is $500 billion an-
nually. This burden is a bill that is paid every year. It is paid by the citizens of
the United States. It is imposed by the government. It is equivalent to a tax.

We could also, quite fairly, include in the measure of total taxes the total compli-
ance costs to all taxpayers for the hundreds of taxes collected at all levels of govern-
ment. We conservatively estimate the cost of complying with the Federal tax code
to be about $230 billion each year. And we are currently using a very conservative
estimate of $10 billion as the costs of complying with state and local taxes. (We re-
gard this figure as being low by a factor of as much as 10 or 20. The Tax Foundation
is currently working to develop a more comprehensive analysis of total compliance
costs.) Figure 2 also includes the effect of adding compliance costs to the overall Tax
Freedom Day estimate.

If we were completely rigorous, we would also include the cost of the lost output
due to the myriad of powerful distortions our tax system imposes on the economy.
All the businesses that are not started. All the jobs that not created. All the oppor-
tunities missed because the tax code eliminates the incentive. These, too, are costs.
They are borne by all our citizens. They are imposed by the government. They are
also equivalent to a tax.

We could go in another direction entirely. For example, Tax Freedom Day rep-
resents an apportioned ratio of total taxes to national income. The basis for compari-
son, therefore, is the total income earned by Americans. An alternative approach
would be to calculate the average tax take by measuring the per capita inflation-
adjusted total tax burden. There is, in fact, real merit to this approach. As we often
say, businesses don't pay taxes, people do. Well, income doesn't pay taxes, income
earners do; that is, people do. It is appropriate then, to consider how the per capita
tax burden changes each year.

With so many thoroughly defensible alternatives, why do we continue emphasiz-
ing the narrower measure of Tax Freedom Day? First, it could be too depressing to
look at the broader measures. Adding the conservative measure of compliance costs
and government spending would move Tax Freedom Day back 19 days, to May 28.
Adding the regulatory burden to the total tax bill would add about another month.

Second, other than government spending, these alternative measures all involve
rough estimations performed by us or by ,thes. Tax Freedom Day is derived en-
tirely from a simple manipulation of hard da'a drawn from the National Income and
Product Accounts. Thus it is difficult for the message to be lost in distracting meth-
odological disputes.

And, finally, the purpose of the exercise is to give Americans and policy makers
a better sense of the magnitude of their government. Most taxpayers see little gov-
ernment spending, personally. Only those subject to the regulations can comprehend
the burden. The magnitude of the compliance costs can be grasped, but the lost out-
put, while certain, is too theoretical for many. Taxes, however, they understand.
Which is why we release Tax Freedom Day on April 15. Because that is when most
taxpayers are the most focused on their tax bills.
Tax Freedom Day by State

The variance in Tax Freedom Days by state is quite striking. Mr. Chairman, you
may be happy to learn that Delaware ranks as having the tenth lowest total tax
burden of any state in the union. Tax Freedom Day in Delaware falls on May 2.

Unfortunately, New York State ranks number one in terms of total tax burden,
with a Tax Freedom Day falling on May 23. Interestingly, however, this is largely
due to high state and local taxes. New York's Federal tax burden is actually just
below the national average.

Senator Breaux would no doubt be interested to learn that Louisiana has the ear-
liest Tax Freedom Day in the nation. The lucky residents of the Pelican State are
done with their tax bills on April 26, nearly a full month earlier than the citizens



of New York state. The Tax Foundation Special Report details the balance of the
states' Tax Freedom Days.

Critiques of Tax Freedom Day
Finally, let me address some of the criticisms that have been leveled against Tax

Freedom Day and the methodology we use. On a technical basis, these criticisms
are either baseless or pointless. But on a more fundamental level, they demonstrate
how nervous certain groups in our society become when they fear the true size of
government is put in layman's terms. Tax Freedom Day is not intended to be a rig-
orous guide to the formulation of public policy; it is a simple barometer of the total
tax take.

One criticism is that Tax Freedom Day should be calculated using median family
income, the implication being that it is somehow misleading to refer to the ratio of
total taxes to national output as an average. While we do not object to using median
family income, we see little gain to the enormous additional complexity in the cal-
culation and we see a real loss in the intuitive appeal of the concept. If we were
to use median family income, however, Tax Freedom Day would fall about 12 days
later, on May 21.

A similar criticism is that, by looking at total taxes paid, our analysis is mislead-
ing because we include the very large tax payments of the very rich. It is interesting
that the very people who most often argue that the rich don t pay enough in taxes
are concerned by how much tax they pay. Further, their criticism is in itself out-
rageous, as it suggests that somehow the rich do not really count as full citizens
by virtue of their higher incomes.

By releasing Tax Freedom Day on or about April 15, the Tax Foundation has been
accused of attempting to give the impression that it takes the average taxpayer
until May 9 to pay their Federal income taxes. The Tax Foundation, in fact, goes
to great lengths to be clear that the Tax Freedom Day calculation includes all tax
receipts by all levels of government.

Conclusion
The strength and usefulness of Tax Freedom Day as an educational tool is its sim-

plicity, and that it is based solely on hard data provided by the Census Department.
In a city where "spin" has become an Olympic event, few statistics are more suscep-
tible to being spun. We eschew such tactics as much as humanly possible, because
spin would degrade the message. We would much rather present the facts, and then
let the facts speak for themselves.

The fact is, as Tax Freedom Day indicates, the total tax burden is rising steadily.
And right now it promises to continue to rise day by day, year after year, as long
as the economic expansion continues. The only way to halt this progress, or even
to move Tax Freedom Day back a day, is to suffer a recession or to cut taxes legisla-
tively. The latter, I submit, is far, far preferable.
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Tax Freedom DayO 1997 is May 9
Moderate Growth, Progressive Tax System Combine to Add a Day

?a&rA Nevaor Tax Freedom Day for the average AmerICLn
Ecaoal will rri&ve on May 9 this year. As of this dry

the average American will have earned enough

moncy to pay the taxea levied by Unclk Sam
and his counterparts at the state and local 1ev-
els. May 9 Is the latest nonal Tax Freedom
Day cver and is the result of steady powth in
the economy coupled with the progessive tax

1hi trend is iltvstrated In Figure 1. which
shows changes In Tax Frccdom Day since
190. and Table 1. which shows the trcnd over
most of the 20th century. FIgS,' I shows that

athe some volatility during the later haH of
the las decade, the avege Amrran's tax
burden remAined rbtaively constat during
the am three years of the 1990s During both
1990 and 1991 the natlohal Tax Freedom Day
arrived 122 days into .ha year on May 2. In
1992 the national Tax Fmcdom Day salved
one day eautr. 121 days Into the ycar. but
because of the leap year Wanlved on Aprd 30

Since 199Z the tax burden borne by the
avengec American his riwn rapidly. Ed 1"95
the national Tax Frrcom Day arrived 122
days into the year on May 1. Over the neat

raw Fftedom Day, 1980-1997
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Amerlms tax burden whfl econoe expan-
dion tend to hwatuse It. Terefore, a pculia
featwie of dhe cusrent tax systeCm is that Tax
Freedom Day tends to creep forwar dMI
coogiomicenke .

Tax Freedom Day by State
Tb. max 5u-e boane by resideata of lf-

(crewi stages varies considerably. 1biW occtan
naot only becesuresidens of dif. eit SLA
pay dwceret iAmounts of slit and local taxes,
but also because they pay dissimzilar federal
taxes. toase n their level of affluence. Tablk
2 coares the 1 96 and 1997 State Tax Free-
doem Days while Wtabs 3 peelenta data 0n Per
capias taxes and Income by state. Table 4 di-
video cae Tax Freedoma Days up by the saws-
bee of days it lakes resenU of each stane to
pay taxes for d~ffaisot levels of government.

The rsients of New Toeli will bear the
auitaas heaviest tax burden in 1997. This Yew,
the fedays government will collct 11.138 in
tax revenue for every man, woman and child
in the state. An additlosasi 14.671 wil be cal
lecled, by state wad local govrments [foes to-
talper capitatas bllof S111.059. Asa result.
all of the Income earned by the typicl tax-
par to the Empire Stage during the first 142
days oftche yea (wnih May 25) wall have to go
toward paying taxes. Iscone earnedl during
th cirst &6 of these days will be usedl to pay
federa taxes, bin... earned dasrinS the bal-
san of this period wig he used to pay stt
!%ad loc al e.

3xddnas of Conneccticut will bear the
national's second heaviest Lax burden Ira 1997.
Durkng this year the federal govcrnnma wil
,collect 69,091 In Lazes a oe each resident of the
Constitutton State while ame and local govern

rtst wal couted another 64,618. Taxcollec-
ltons swi therefore total 8113.709 per capita-
During 19%7 the average res~dnt Of CoMnctl-
cutwil have to devote all of the locom e
wearied during the faw 141 days of the Year
(untol May 22)1 go pa their togaJ tax bild. in,
come earned during 94 of ths. days wall be
toed to pay federal laxe. Income earned dur-
Ing the balanc of this time will be used to Pay
Isat and local taxes.

At the other endl of the tax burden sPec-
trurn are gtates with relatively early Tax Free-
dom Days. pesidengs of Louisuan w611 besr the
lowest avenge tax burden in 1997- Daring
this. year the fede-ral &ovufUMCaaae wal C0llct% a
relatively modest 14.660 in taxes from the av-
erage bkxpayef ina the State whale slage and 10-
cs] gowcenais will, collect another 12.090
roga towaltax-bailof $6.750 The typical riesi-
dent of the state will hire to devote 2ll of the

Table 2
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income ftsecd dur4 the first I115 days of the
rest to payinW isi of her tota tax bWl. The in-
come earned during S0 of these days winl go to
Pay federal taxes .Income earned during she
reaining 35 days will be used to psy sare

and local taxes.
The state with the second eariest Tax

freedom Day in 1997 Wil be Tennessee where
Per capit taxes are expected to total $75S74
In order to pay these levies the avenge resi
dent of Tensnessee w-A have to devott allor
the tIcofte earned dutWn the first 116 days of
thit year to pay hil or bet towa tax bWl. lii.
come earned during 84 at these days will go to
paying fedea taxes. lnconme earned during
the balance of the days wsI be used to pay
stae saud local leves

Amserican living in states between the
two extrmes aso face widely differng tax
burdens. The average taxpayer in Wyomiag.
the state with the 1th latest Tax Freedom Day
of May 11, will have to work 10 days longer
than Is counterpart in North Carolina. the
state with~ the I10th earliest Tax Freedomi Day.
ua he s rhed workLng to pay axes. Even
within the middle quissle o( states s disparity

eirist s. The awe rage resident sf MAIne. residing
in the state with the 2 1st latest TPA Freedom
Day. will hire to work 3 days longe, than his
counterpar t u Indiana, the state with the list

earliest Tax Freedom Day, unil he can begin
working fo himself

7tx Freedom Day Including
Compliance Costs and Deficit
Spending

The funds extracted irom Aw~ercans'in-
comes each year art not teK only costs al' the
current tax system. The Tax Foaundatiort eatS
mates that In 1957 Americans will spend
$230.4 bdUon complyIng with the federal tax
code. Another $10 3 tasflhon wMl be spent coal-
plying with stage ad local uases In order go
give the reader" some idea as to the magnitude
of these compliarc costs. they exceed the
value of all of the vehicles produced by the
Ford Motor Company lant year. As Furea2
illustrates. it these costs had beens Inchcd in
the 1997 Tax Freedom Day cakculation they
would have pushed the date forward 15 days

Tax freedom Day measures Azoerscans' tax
burdens during one period oftsue. Decouse of
this. it does not CA pture the co sts of gorei-
mewa that hav assansially beens trarofarrad to
future years through deftest spendingS Whie
many state and local govermnts are const-
tionally required to balance their budgets each
year. the federal govcrvsrrsen has engaged In
dcricst spending during wirtay every year of
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Days Spent LAbodng
to Pay Taxe In 1997

128 Days 7 )
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dbe post-w period. Ifin 1997 dMe federal gor
etnmeS wats Proh f om eagn in tis
type at activity sad were toce to dose Itsbsadeirtfa th0161rougls tax increases. Tax
Freedom Day woWd move forwtd 6 days.
TIs is lllutsated In Pip"asw.

The Tzx Bite in the Eight-Hour
Work Dwy

The Tax Ske in the ZIghe-Mur Day La sa
aterniave measure of the tax burden fa i
Americana. It measure the fraction of each
sight-hour day tat must be spent wordng to
pay fadera , Ktae. &and local taxes.

Ftsaw 3 Maustraes the &acelon ot each
eighs-our day that tbe average American will
sped working to finansc e the purchase of vari-
ous goods and servkcs in 1997. It shows dw.
on ricrg, Americans wil spend 2 bours and
49 minutes of each worldn day Ubcsrin to
pay axes. iltOf ibis tme. I hour sd 53
minuxa. wi be spent wocilng to pay federal
taxes - one minute longer thAn 1996. The
rsad ,er. 56 mWntes. wl, be spent wanting
to pay sat and local taxes

rabia I presents a sImilar breakdown for
cch state. Ln order to put the toa tax bite
Ino pcrapctim noec in F(,ur $ dul the av-
rge American will spend more working to

pay their total tax bil than they wil spend
working to pravi for food, dothing, tad
shelter combined.

Income and PayroU Taxes
Represent the Largest Compo-
nents of the Total Tax Burden

Americans face a plethora of different
taxes In their dayo-day lives Figure 4 pre-
senU a breakdown of the time that the average
American must spend laboring to pry each
type of tax. Arguably the most visible of these
taxes re the two kves that are directly ouib-
tracted from Amercans" paychecks, namely
income and payroll taxes Income taxes repre-
sent he single largest component of the aver-
age Amerliana Isax bll In 19971 the asrge
taxpayer wil have to work roughly 44 days to
pay their persona income taxes. Anohcr 58
days wil be spent working to pay payroll
taxes. which fund social insurarace program' s
such as Social Security and Mcdicad. If% addi-
tion to these moc Yisile€ taxes, the prices of
nca-ly all goods and services ar raised by rales
and excise taxes. On average. MArc ns will
work 18 days to pay these types of txe&. An-
other 12 days -iU be spent worg to Pay
property taxes. wh ch arc primrnay lvied by
local governments. The average American waU

Men have to work an adldosal 13 days to pay
his Shae ofr copoests nmoanc taxca. Tbe
axes, wle Invialblie to many Amersina, afe
ultimately borne by consucmrs. emplayees,
and shaeboksic. YM*a*, a e 3 days wiZ
be spent working to pay ml€ctlaneou taxs.

Tax Freedom D~y Over the
Years

The United S rates b4 traditionally been a
low tax country. from tbc todLng of the lte.
pullc In 1776 uncd the early pat Of Isa cfrn
cuy. total government spcndans at the federal.
state. and local krlve raty exceeded 10 pee.
cent of tadoa income except dwitn war-
time tax reedot Dy 193, for cxaMPle,
was January 20 (see Trrai )

ThLs vtuatloo besm to chantg in the after-
math of World War i. and by 1925. Tax Free-
dom Day had moved to February 6. by the
dawn of chc Great Depression La 1950, Tax
Freedom Day had lc-eaaed one week to Feb
rusy 15. Revenue demai€ds ausc4 by the
massive cxsanalon of government called far by
president Roosevet's New Deal resulted In Tax
Frccam Day being pushed forward to Muarch
Sin 1940. Americas naY into World War 11
caused Tax freedom Day to move forward to
ApiI i n 1945.

In the years since World Wr [1. the date at
which average Asavcana can daim thcir tax
freedom has graduafy moved father into the
yea. En 1950. Tax Freedom Day was April 3
A decade later In 1960 1. had moved alnost
two week further I'o the year to April 16.
Th v-ctnsm War, coupled wA the Great So-
cety programs of the 1960., helped move Tax
Freedom Day to April 26 by 1970. Thvr0hout
the 1Q70s. Tax Freedom Day -adassny crept
forward and by 190 k had reached May I.

Americans got some tax tci, albeit ter-
poary. during the mld4V.,htcs The &%"UnC
Recovery Tax Act of 1961. coupled with ta
rclef efforts at the te t d local leves that
were spurred oan by the passage of Proposition
13 in California. caused Tax Frcck-a Day to
tcccdc back into t bctwcc 1983 and
196 Such tax rl eUfwu shortAavcd. how-
ever, and by 1 97 Tax Frcedom Day had
pushed back into May. By the end Of the de-
cade as had meoed to May 5

Tax Freedom Day Methodology
Tax Freedom Day Is a conepC used by the

Tax Foundation to ustracc the share of Ameri-
cans' incomes that goes so pay federal. state.
and local taxcs. For OItUtratlV purposes k as.
aUmes that icome is earned evenly thrugh--
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"~ t yeaS and4 chat Individuals aslstaally devote
allof te" anns topaying their taxcas. The
day fht' the tvenge American becomes free
to Spend theta iftcome on other goods and we.
Vices Is Tax Freedomo Day.

Determining the natsosl Tax fedom Day
Invoh"C calatissj an overall effective isa rate
fot the nation. Th~s Is doce by d~vding the per
"Piml tax burden by per capia Income The

tokwing formula presents that calculation f&r
1997:

a 10W tu"s 19.205 12115dm

tautvi ___6,167
fortawu SI? iia

017ras"a.Naa 'rb awr AM M Wes I M5 days. or aisa may a. tovist? PV~borhtate MsF5.~nat,, ia~sstaehei

The Income fAgure used in thla formutla is
Net NAcaooal Product (NNP). a component of
the NaIdOnsl Income Product Accouns (NITA)
These accounts are comp~ed and comtptled
annually bty cte Commercev DepArtment's Bu-
recau of Economic Analysi The Tax Founds-

tioo has used ?SNP for decadesA in its Tax Fre-
alort Day calculaions and believes that Is is the
most appropriate meAsure oftincome avagawe.
In Order to MZainan Cons~fftecyV federal. Kate
and local tax collectiona totas use also based

On IPA deistfinhe.
rax Freedom Day is calculated for the cut-

rent year. Thcs ntecessiatesc Forcestlstg both
the curret yearas per capita tax burden and
income. The 1997 projections were based on
the mote current NIPA data instble and used
the economic assumptions contained in the
Cort~esslonal fludgas OffIecs Jsn-ary I99M
report on the economy and the federal budget

Io the past corporate income vad sever-
acve taxes collected by stt gevenamets
were includedl as pan a(& state'a total tax buc-
den. Thia presented a problem ine It is
lIke that the IncideCAE of many of these
taxes fell outside the tstes'bordes. In order
to corct this problem all sate corporate 'n-
come za severnce taxes are allocated nation-
wide usiM~ a mchodokgy devetlopedl by the
Tit Foundation The Poundlation recls that
this adjustmecnt is appropriate since the 9oal Of
tcacltng Tax Freedom Day by state isaco fil-
lustrate the tax burden borate by the resad*Ata
of different stats rather than $imtsply ecasur-
aria per capital ta" collections
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